Breakaway (The Dartmouth Cobras)

Against some attacks, the only hope is to come out and meet the play. Last year, Jami Richter
had no plans, no goals, no future. But thats all changed. First step, make up for putting her
father through hell by supporting the hockey team he manages and becoming an Ice Girl. But a
photo shoot puts her right in the arms of Sebastian Ramos, a Dartmouth Cobra defenseman
with a reputation for getting any woman?or, as the rumors imply, man?he desires. And the
powerful dominant wants her...and Luke. Getting involved in Sebs lifestyle gives her a new
understanding of the game and the bonds between players. But can she handle being caught
between two men who want her, while struggling with their attraction to one another? Luke
Carters life is about as messed up as his scarred face. His mother is sick. His girlfriend dumps
him. When he goes to his favorite BDSM club to blow off some steam, his dom status is
turned upside down when a therapeutic beating puts him in a good place. He flatly denies
being submissive?or, even worse, being attracted to another man. He wants Jami but cant have
her without getting involved with Sebastian. Can he overcome his own prejudices long enough
to admit he wants them both? Caught between Luke and Jami, Sebastian Ramos does
everything in his power to fulfill their needs. His two new submissives willingly share their
bodies, but not their secrets. When his own past comes back to haunt him, the fragile
foundation of their relationship is ripped apart. As he works to salvage the damage done by
doubt and insecurity, he discovers that Jami is hiding something dangerous. But it may already
be too late.
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